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 Hari Shankar and Hareesh Narayan planned to make a movie about a 12-year-old boy who is abandoned by his father and raised by a geneticist who solves his death. The film was partially funded by the Indian government and it was India's official entry for the 2013 Academy Awards. The film had an average opening in Chennai and selected to . Hari Shankar and Hareesh Narayan were later
impressed by the work of Hari and directed the film Ummini Nombuppadigal (2013) . and Vedam (2015) . After the release of Vedam, . Hareesh Narayan went to work on three films – Premam, Chaappa Charudu – both of which became box office hits . He had also worked as an assistant to director Priyadarshan and later on set design for Silambarasan's brother Prabhu Solomon. He began working
on Ambuli in 2007 and after finalizing the budget, he contacted Director Shankar. Shankar had been impressed by Narayan's work and went on to direct several of his other works, including Iraivi (2008), Kannan (2010) , Jilla (2013) , Unnai Aran (2013) , and Kadhal Vizhi (2016) . Both the directors had worked together for the first time in Vedam. Narayan and Hari Shankar conceptualized the story
as a prequel to the film Garuda (2007) . In 2012, Shankar suggested the idea of using a computer game-like structure to tell the story of the film. Ambuli – the Tamil version of the film – was released in India on 5 March 2012, with . It opened with an average collection at the box office and collected on the first day – the highest first day collection by a local film in 2013 – and on the first weekend. It

later grossed from the United States of America box office. It had a below-average opening in the United Kingdom box office, and the other international markets where it opened – United States, Singapore, Malaysia, Nepal, and Australia – showed an average opening. In India, Ambuli grossed a distributor share of after a below-average opening. It grossed a distributor share of after an average
opening and was declared a commercially successful film at the box office. The film won seven awards, including the Indian Pan 520fdb1ae7
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